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no

circumstances will health coverage be refused
nor will anyone be charged a higher premium
due to a pre-existing condition. This impacts all
individual policies effective January 1, 2014 and
for

employer

sponsored

plans

upon

their

anniversary date coinciding with or following

COBRA OR MARKETPLACE PLAN
As per the DOL website, “PPACA did not eliminate COBRA or change the COBRA rules.”
Therefore, employers must continue to offer COBRA coverage if required to do so.

January 1, 2014 (unless employers with less than

If participants are covered under or eligible for COBRA continuation, they can elect to

50 employees elected an early renewal in 2013).

stay with COBRA or switch to a Health Insurance Marketplace plan at any time. It may be

For instance, if your employer group plan

beneficial for COBRA participants to explore their options through the Marketplace

(grandfathered or non-grandfathered) renews

because they may qualify for lower premiums or a waiver.

on May 1, the pre-existing condition exclusion

ends or is voluntarily cancelled, it is a qualifying event (loss of coverage) which means

goes into effect on May 1, 2014.

they can elect a Marketplace plan even if it’s no longer Open Enrollment (October 1, 2013

For all new

policies (i.e. Marketplace plans, Individual plans,

Whether COBRA coverage

– March 31, 2014).

etc.), if you have a pre-existing health condition,
your coverage will start immediately, even if you
have been denied in the past.
A pre-existing condition is defined as a health
condition or illness that “exists” prior to your
first day of coverage on a new plan.

EVERY MARKETPLACE PLAN
OFFERS ESSENTIAL HEALTH
BENEFITS

Until

1.

Outpatient Care

January 1, 2014, health insurance carriers could

2.

Inpatient Care

deny coverage or charge more for anyone who

3.

Emergency Room Treatment

has

an

4.

Pre and Post Pregnancy Care

employer’s plan, usually an employee has to

5.

Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder Services, including

a

pre-existing

condition.

Under

wait a certain period (up to 12 months) before

Behavioral Health treatment, counseling, and psychotherapy

getting coverage for this particular condition

6.

Prescription Drugs

unless he/she had “creditable” coverage under a

7.

Injury, Disability, or Chronic Condition Care, including services and

prior health plan.

devices

like

physical

/

occupational

therapy,

pathology, psychiatric rehabilitation, etc.

There is one exception: Individual Grandfathered
If you are under an individual health

8.

Lab Tests

insurance plan that is grandfathered (not under

9.

Preventive services

an employer), then the carrier does not have to

10. Pediatric Services, including dental and vision care

Plans.

cover your pre-existing conditions.

You can

always switch to a Health Insurance Marketplace
Plan

to

avoid

this

exception

and

receive

speech-language

Benefit details may vary by state or even within the same state and you will be able to
compare which plans offer which types of benefits.

coverage.
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THE HEALTH INSURANCE MARKETPLACE
PREPARE FOR THE MARKETPLACE OPEN ENROLLMENT
Employer Checklist:
 Prepare and send out the Marketplace Notice to all employees by October 1, 2013. Tikia Consulting Group strongly recommends
that you mail the notices First Class. Since the U.S. Post Office is considered a “government body”, it is deemed to be received by
the employee unless returned “undeliverable.”
o You can customize the notice as long as it includes the following information:
 Notification of the existence of The Health Insurance Marketplace (in the law, it’s called the “Exchanges”);
 A description of the Marketplace services and how to contact the Marketplace for assistance;
 If the employer plan pays less than 60% of the total allowed cost of the benefits, employees may be eligible for tax
credit towards their premiums through the Marketplace;
 If a Marketplace plan is elected, the employee may no longer have the tax advantages through employer contributions.
 Include this notice with new hire packets after October 1, 2013 (must be notified within 14 days of date of hire)
 You can include other notices such as the Medicare Part D Credible Coverage Notice and/or COBRA Election Notice
Employee Checklist:
 Review the Health Insurance Marketplace options available to you
 Sign up for a personal account at www.healthcare.gov
 Gather the necessary documents for Open Enrollment:
o Social Security Numbers for all enrollees;
o Employer and income information (W-2 or paystub) for all enrollees;
o Policy numbers for currently covered enrollees;
o An “Employer Coverage Tool” completed form for all enrollees.
 Protect yourself against fraud:

ARE YOU EXEMPT FROM SENDING
AFFORDABLE CARE ACT NOTICES?
You must provide all employees with the ACA notices, if

o Do not give out personal health information

you are subject to the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA):

o Keep your account numbers, passwords, etc. private

 Company has at least two employees; and

o Never pay for assistance with the Marketplace

a. Company has an annual dollar volume of

o Keep track of names and numbers of who assists you
 Contact your HR Department and/or the Marketplace Help Center
(1-800-318-2596)

sales/business of at least $500,000; or
b. Company is a hospital, business providing
medical

or

nursing

care

for

residents,

school/preschool, or government agency.
To protect yourself, we encourage our clients to mail the
notices regardless.
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THE HEALTH INSURANCE MARKETPLACE
CHANGING TO AND FROM GROUP PLAN AND MARKETPLACE COVERAGE
If an employee asks to drop your group health plan so they can elect Marketplace coverage or vice versa, do you have to approve these
requests?

The answer is simply, “no.”

Even though changes are possible and allowed under health reform law, employers are not

required to make these accommodations. In fact, strategically, it is better for a plan sponsor not to allow the changes.
Starting in 2014, the employer-sponsored plans that are not using calendar years for their election cycles will be affected the most by
participant election change requests because individual Marketplace elections are allowed through the end of March.

Employer

sponsors that have a January 1 plan year will need to implement solid internal policies that do not allow election changes once made in
effect.
The reasons why employers will want to bind their employees’ coverage elections include:

 If employees are able to change their elections (drop your health plan off anniversary or elect your plan after becoming unhappy
with the Marketplace), then the plan becomes open to adverse selection.

o Which employees might consider electing the Marketplace? Adults under the age of 30 may find the Marketplace plans more
affordable when opting for a catastrophic plan. Older employees may start looking for less coverage if their personal
circumstances have changed since their election under your plan.

Basically, the people considering the Marketplace will

typically be your healthier participants. They value health plan coverage but may consider a less rich plan for their personal
needs. Insurance carriers may decide not to permit these changes if the employer-sponsored plan is fully or partially-insured.

 For self-funded employers, it is critical that they protect the integrity of their plan because losing their healthy people significantly
and negatively alters their risk pool. Even small participant population changes risk resulting in cost volatility and more claims.

 If enrollment changes significantly during a plan year, carriers and reinsurers reserve the right to increase premium costs or even
drop the policy, if they so choose.

 Lastly, allowing election changes can result in an increase in plan administration and could snowball if employees begin comparing
their coverage plan details with one another.
Since employers can choose to accommodate their employees’ election changes and allow them to be flexible with their choices, it
would be wise to be cautious when doing so. Employers can allow, but restrict, changes. For example, they can set limits for changes
to take place during a small window of time; i.e. January 1 through January 15, 2014.

The best suggestion is to review all plan

amendments meticulously. Make sure that there are no plan amendments that inadvertently allow election changes that you don’t really
want to permit.

MARKETPLACE ASSISTANCE IN OTHER LANGUAGES
You can call 1-800-318-2596 with any questions about the Marketplace from an interpreter at no cost.
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WELLNESS
SEPTEMBER IS CANCER AWARENESS MONTH
National Prostate Cancer Awareness Month

Gynecologic Cancer Awareness Month

Childhood Cancer Month

Leukemia and Lymphoma Awareness Month

National Ovarian Cancer Month

Thyroid Cancer Awareness Month

Blood Cancers, the third leading cause of cancer deaths,
affect more than 1 million North Americans. To raise
awareness of this fact, the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society
(LLS) observes Blood Cancer Awareness Month throughout
the month of September. The month is used to shed light
on these diseases and keep the public informed of
resources available to patients and their families.
"Awareness Month is an opportunity to increase the
public's understanding of blood cancers and encourage
people to support the funding of research to find cures and
education programs to help patients have the best possible
outcomes throughout their cancer experience," said LLS
President and CEO John Walter.
Since the LLS was founded in 1949, more than $875 million
has been invested in research to find cures and better
therapies for blood cancer. Because of this, an incredible
amount of progress has been achieved. Survival rates have
doubled, tripled, and in some cases quadrupled. The LLS
supports efforts to find new molecular targets for treatment
and helps in translating laboratory findings into effective
treatments for patients.
The LLS also has a patient services program which offers
education and support to victims of these diseases and
their families. This is accomplished through financial aid,
family support groups, free patient education workshops
featuring health experts, and First Connection - a peer-topeer support program that matches newly diagnosed

To learn more, visit www.LLS.org. To donate, go to
www.LLS.org/awareness.

patients with trained volunteer survivors. There is even a
back-to-school program which helps children who have
been treated for cancer transition back to school.
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401(k) INFORMATION
401(k) AUDIT – TIPS TO MAKE THEM LESS PAINFUL
Anyone who has been responsible for handling the company 401(k) plan knows that governmental
regulations can be very time consuming and very stressful. This is particularly true the first time the plan is
required to have an annual plan audit.
With so many details, planning and moving parts and pieces of 401(k) plans, it is imperative that every “i” is dotted and every “t” crossed prior
to the arrival of your chosen outside CPA firm to begin the audit. This process can be doubly stressful for the first audit of a 401(k) plan since
the auditors will need detailed information for the prior year as well.
If you are fortunate enough to be someone who documents, details, organizes, and prepares at a high level, the process of the outside audit
can be less nerve wracking. Here are some tips that can help ease the pain of audits:
 Start preparations early. Last minute document gathering is one of the leading stressors. All throughout the year you should keep a file of
important documentation and information that will be needed during the year-end audit. If this is the first audit required for the plan, you
should have been preparing for auditing in conjunction with the completion of the prior year’s small group Form 5500 filing as well as
throughout the year since then. If you manage your 401(k) plan every year as if it was a large group audit plan, you will always be prepared
in the event your plan exceeds the 120 eligibility count requiring an external audit.
 A 401(k) administrative committee is an excellent idea. If you have a knowledgeable group of professionals to review, oversee, and make
recommendations as to the administration of the plan you will be one step ahead and can avoid serious problems with compliance, due
diligence and liability. You should consider management in the fields of Human Resources, Finance, and Benefits so that all aspects of plan
design and compliance are encompassed.
 Keep all hard copy paperwork organized. Possibly the most time-consuming project when preparing for
a 401(k) audit is the gathering of paperwork that the auditor will need to access. Every auditor will have a
very lengthy list of documents they will need. It is crucial that this information is gathered prior to the
arrival of the auditor. As updates, changes, and plan amendments are made throughout the year it is
helpful to have a file specifically for documentation that you can add to rather than rushing at the last
minute to find each and every document that is needed.
 Check the actual plan documents and 401(k) regulations throughout the year. The most common compliance issue is when the plan is
actually administered differently than the plan document or regulations require. You will want to be sure that all noncompliance issues are
addressed as they are discovered and are handled prior to any audit. A few of the most common noncompliance issues are:

Loans: If there are any loans within the plan, be sure to check the plan’s loan procedures to be sure they are compliant.
Compensation Definitions and Use: Be sure to read the plan’s definition of eligible compensation, and spot check payroll records to verify
401(k) deductions are being based on the correct compensation definition.

Participant eligibility: A review of plan document requirements for eligibility should be routinely checked throughout the plan year against
contribution system requirements.
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